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Instant Vacation Rental Booking!
    

One out of three tourists and one out of  every four business travelers prefer vacation rentals
over hotels when  they travel in the European Union.  Why?  Because these discerning folks 
know that they don’t have to pay a lot of money for luxury  accommodations that feel like a
home away from home.  Often even more  affordable than a comparable hotel room, choosing a
vacation rental also  delivers much more real estate.  While luxury hotel rooms can be 
amazingly well appointed, they definitely come up short on the size and  that welcoming feel
you get from a private residence.  Vacation rentals  are real homes, meant to be lived in and
enjoyed so you may just find  yourself walking into a huge flat or condo instead of a little
cubbyhole  of a room.

  

Wouldn’t you rather pay for an  impressive apartment and no lobby than a giant lobby designed
by some  overpriced world-renowned wunderkind and a tiny room?  You’re not living  in the
lobby, so why pay for it?  Shouldn’t all that space and luxury  be utilized in your room?

  

With vacation rentals, you’ll not only  get more space and comfort for your hard-earned money
but you’ll also  get more control over your space.  No maid service waking you up or  walking in
on you on their schedule.  You and only you determine when  your maid service arrives.  When
you’re handed the keys to your vacation  rental, you’re being handed the keys to your home.

  

Now, OMG.travel has revolutionized the  way you can search for and book unique vacation
rentals that suit your  taste and your budget.  We make it simple and we make it safe.

  

Our pictures will never be deceiving  (ever choose a hotel room on-line by looking at pictures
and arriving to  find that the picture made everything look much bigger or richer?  We  have.) 
Our transactions are secure and your information is kept  private.

  

Book a short-term vacation property with OMG.travel and find out how quickly and easily you
can take advantage  of the outstanding value and comfort provided by alternative vacation 
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rentals.   You’ll always be protected by our Lowest Rate Guarantee and  have access to our
complimentary Travel Care and Concierge Service.
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